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Abstract: L. N. Andreev is a unique and controversial writer in Russian literature at the end of the
19th century and the beginning of the 20th century. Some people say that he is good at singing like
a nightingale; others say that he exaggerates the darkness and distorts in human nature. His name
was once erased by the Soviet literature history. But in recent years, he is rediscovered and
researched by Russian literature researchers all over the world. The writer has the courage to try,
and his creation involves many genres and themes. But he got famous as a novelist. Among
Andreev's numerous novels, his early novels (1895-1910) show outstanding coherence and richness
in the theme, which is of unique value to the study of the writer's overall creation system. On the
other hand, Russian and abroad academic circles do not pay enough attention to this issue. This
paper takes the theme of creation as the starting point, in order to probe into Andreev's early novels,
clarify the differences and connections between the writer's creation and the Russian literary
tradition, especially the creation of classic writers in the 19th century, and contribute a meaningful
material for the study of Andreev in the world.
1. Introduction
L.N. Andreev (1871-1919) is a unique writer in the history of Russian literature in the 20th
century. By studying the works of famous Russian writers such as F. M. Dostoevsky, L. N. Tolstoy
and A. P. Chekhov, Andreev believes that a new art can be developed from the classics of the past
era. The new art originates from the creative experience of these former writers, and can continue to
develop under the conditions of the new era. This kind of art is keen on mythical themes and
mysticism, and actively explores social and philosophical issues. Andreev took the lead in creating
an art world in the sense of non-traditional aesthetics, and integrating realism and modernism. He
thought that it was too paranoid to adhere to the “respective” image and ideological system or
strictly abide by the barriers of literary groups.
Andreev had many connections with Russian realistic literature in the early 20th century. He
maintained friendly relations with Gorky, and participated in the “Wednesday” literature group and
the compilation of the “knowledge” literature collection, which was consistent with his social
outlook. But there were also divergences in many aspects. He did not agree with historical optimism;
he often focused on the issue of death and indulged in illusion. His works were full of mysticism.
Andreev tried to solve the mystery and build a “double world”. At that time, he was close to
symbolism in aesthetics. In the social view, he was similar to the mysticism which combined myth
and history in Merezhkovsky's and Bely's works. However, people often questioned the objectivity
of heterogeneous existence in his creation, especially its intention.
Andreev's creation was the early embodiment of existentialism's conflict theories on human
beings, existence and expressionism aesthetics. However, neither expressionism nor existentialism
had formed a perfect ultimate system in Andreev. They were only intuitively penetrated into his
later creative life. He liked to play the game of mysticism, and at the same time, he used the postmodernism tactics ahead of time. However, Andreev still stuck to the seriousness of meaning in his
works and worried about human beings, which endowed his creation with deep moral foundation
recognized by the world.
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2. The Theme of Festival Celebration in Andreev's Early Novels
Although Andreev understood his isolated situation in the literary circle (especially in the first
decade of the 20th century in Russian literature), he diligently thought about the essence of his art
world. Andreev's short stories and plays in the first ten years of the 20th century were full of his
understanding of the absurd world, which he called as “new realism”. In fact, it reflected the
dominant tendency of expressionism in these works. By 1910 or so, the expressionistic and
generalized artistic method was replaced by the delicate description of psychological activities. The
“Pan psychological” artistic expression method appeared.
This technique of expression was embodied in the first batch of short stories written by Andreev.
Most of them described the scenes of Easter, and continued the theme of “religious celebration” in
Russian literary tradition. The most famous works include Balgamot and Balasica (1898), Little
Angel (1899), Little Gift (1901) and Promise of Spring (1903). At the same time, there were short
stories which were similar to the theme of “celebration” but expressed the concern and compassion
for the life of “nobody”, such as Bieqika in the Villa (1899), In the Basement (1901), Biting Dog
(1901) and There used to be Such People (1901). The central characters of these novels were all
kinds of people in the secular society of Russia: drunkards on the street, service soldiers working in
officers' houses, blacksmiths, church deacons, traders and drivers. Most of these stories were full of
the author's sympathy for those who were left out and suffered their own pain in silence. Readers
can clearly hear the author's strong appealing: to value the good and beautiful quality of these
characters.
3. The Theme of Children in Andreev's Early Novels
In Andreev's novels of this period, the theme of children appeared frequently. As soon as they
came to the world, they fell into a sea of bitterness. They were prematurely senile, and they even
tended to commit suicide. In Little Angel, the 13-year-old Sashka “wants to end his life from time to
time”. [1] However, Andreev did not want to blame the gods for the real life suffering. His novels
with the theme of “Festival” formed a writing mode, which could foretell the original suffering, the
ugliness of the world, as well as people's hearts and their spiritual awareness. What makes the
protagonist slightly changed were various people, objects and scenes, such as the broken eggs in the
celebration ceremony (Balgamot and Balasica, 1898), the mumbling prayers in the sacrifice
ceremony (Festival, 1900), the pastor wearing the cross (Jackdaw News, 1898) and the wax toy on
the pine tree in the new year (Little Angel).
The “Festival” loved by children is fleeting, and the daily life is still the same after that. People's
mood is still melancholy. “The sound of a cart passing by obliterated the sound of children's noise
and the sound of moaning from the garden in the middle of the street. It was a drunk beating a
woman who was equally drunk” (Bieqika in the Villa, 1899). “The light dawn penetrated into the
window with the curtain, and the cart contained water travelled in the outdoor world full of ice and
snow. The long handle spoon used to scoop water on the cart made tinkling sound” (Little Angel,
1898). After enjoying the short joy and hope, the children are again involved in the heavy vortex of
the adult world.
4. Theme of Religion in Andreev's Early Novels
As for the religious theme in Russian literary tradition, Andreev's position and practice were
between Dostoevsky and Gorky. In Dostoevsky's classic religious novel The Little Boy by the Pine
Tree of the New Year (1876), Christ symbolized the last hope and the only consolation. It was a love
of mysterious existence, and an aesthetic consciousness throughout the whole paper, which
enlightened the world to reveal this divine love. In Gorky's religious satire novel On the Raft (1895),
the only Christian was the ferocious Dmitry. He drove away his wife, who was seduced by his
father. Sometimes he wanted to become a monk, sometimes he wanted to kill himself. He was like
Christ, but he could not be revive. Gorky's “resurrection” refers to the restoration of a strong will
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and a healthy body, or it can be called as “vitality”, rather than “resurrection” in the Christian sense.
Andreev did not agree to totally against religious doctrine, but he did not agree with the religious
salvation and consolation, either. On the one hand, he stuck to the mystery of the soul; on the other
hand, he used the creative method of socialist realism to advocate the nature and natural life.
Andreev's works show elements of religious mysticism and anthropocentrism, which makes his
position shifting between maintaining religious belief and eliminating religious belief, and between
seeking deity and resisting deity.
During the formation of Andreev's “middle” position, Schopenhauer's philosophy played an
important role. Schopenhauer denied the existence of individual God, criticized the monotheism
theory of Christianity, mythologized the will of the world and described it as “the melancholy father
of heaven”. It is the Heavenly Father who constantly casts troubles on the earth to test the world.
German philosophy is antinomy: there is no God, but there is a rescuer; the devil is fabricated, but
there is temptation in reality; desire has no personality, but it is the bane of self destruction.
Through overcoming Schopenhauer's thought of transcendental God, and integrating Buddhism,
Platonism and Kant's philosophy, Andreev created the artistic myth about the concept of world
space. This kind of world space is alien to people. It makes the world secularized and liberates it
from the shackles of myth, but it doesn't mean to abandon the sacred nature. “God is dead”, as
Andreev's protagonists say. It shows that they want to erase God from their memory, but there are
strange ghosts running to fill the gap of “holy land”, which are idols the protagonists worship. Of
course, we can't exaggerate about Schopenhauer's influence on Andreev. We should take a cautious
attitude when we study the interaction between philosophy and literature. The World as Will and
Representation, the main work of this German thinker, is a dogmatic system, which Schopenhauer
regards as a religious norm. He rejects other ideas about the world and human destiny.
Feelings and objects often become the subject of behavior in Andreev's novels, which is reflected
in the themes of his novels, such as Silence (1900), Lie (1901), Smile (1901), Wall (1901), Abyss
(1902), Thoughts (1902), Red Smile (1904) and Darkness (1907). The artistic description of gods
and ghosts in these works is remarkable. Andreev's description of gods and ghosts is quite different
from that of Russian symbolist writers. In Andreev's works, evil spirits do not have clear shapes.
They always give people a sense of wandering, which is more frightening than the spirits in
Remizhuv's works, the “Antichrist” in Merezkovsky's works and the “mean little devil” in
Sologub's works. In these works, there is no dual world that the symbolist writers strive to portray,
nor the peaceful and relatively advanced scenery created by the realist writers. He created a concept
of “the world of elves”. Elves created human beings, made them subject to the temptation of hope
and fantasy all through their lives and suffer a lot. Finally, elves let them die.
It is Andreev's Silence that makes readers feel “palpitation”. This short story is about a family
event. A girl from Petersburg, Vera, suffers from autism. She did not know why she got the disease,
and finally committed suicide by lying on a track. From then on, she was separated from her parents
forever. The author is not concerned about the conflict in the family itself, but about factors that
lead to the conflict. There was an inexplicable actor who concealed the truth of his daughter's death
from the father, who was a priest, with ulterior motives. Silence is the apposition of this subject. It
does not belong to an artistic image in the ordinary sense; it is a ubiquitous persona in the myth. The
narrator of the story was shocked by the experiences of his characters. He helped the readers to
make corresponding artistic generalizations and told them, “this is not tranquility. The so-called
tranquility means no sound. This is silence; the so-called silence means that people keep their
mouth shut: in fact, they can speak, but they do not want to speak.”[2] The silence overflowed like a
flood from the painful father's consciousness. It rushed into the brick tomb, broke through the tomb
wall, and finally flooded the whole city.
5. Conclusion
Andreev's works are of great help to understand the “faithless metaphysics” popular in the early
20th century. This is a kind of metaphysics in ideology, which often gives people a feeling of fear
and emptiness. It is produced on the soil of traditional Russian religious and moral thoughts.
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Andreev made a deep research on peoples' fear of encountering unexpected events, unknown forces
and misfortunes, of the blankness of world illusions, and of loneliness of human beings. He found
the metaphysical basis in the social crisis and moral crisis of Russia at the turn of the century and
depicted it through art forms. He paid close attention to the aesthetic principle of the phenomenon
of “no faith” and noted that “no faith” is a kind of reality, which has the social nature and profound
connotation far beyond the social nature. Andreev's early novels, reflecting the crisis of human
ideology at the turn of the century, show an important feature of his creation view: trying to achieve
the symbolization of events described by the expansion of internal forms in the short story.
In Andreev's early novels, the realism tradition of Russian literature is ambiguous, because the
fate of the protagonist is only a sign, which has lost its specific social significance; what it transmits
is a kind of illusory “negative energy” [3]. In order to stimulate the readers, Andreev chose the most
expressive technique, arranged sudden and horrible plots, and tried to capture the fatalistic power
that affected the fate of characters; he also visualized and personified this kind of power.
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